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Shargel performs I.S.
project, Progressions

Wooster student band "Poster Child and the
Adopted Family" plays at Ichabod's tonight

MARIE KTLBANE

Staff Writer

US'--

Women seeking avenues for expression and understanding is an

"is&r,;.

-

important

theme

of

miered on Broadway in the early
1980's and was revamped for television. Both plays have won critical acclaim. The show is balanced
with clips from other less popularized works. Her uses of contemporary Canadian poetry is a refreshing departure from the uses of
American poetry. Shargel found
that she liked the language experimentation that the Canadian poetry

"Progressions," the Senior Independent Study production of Julie
Shargel, a theater and English double major from Potomac, Maryland.
After much research, Shargel has offered.
Shargel's commitment and focus
show
developed a
exin
this production is quite evident.
creating a college of women's
monShe says the characters "draw lines
periences through a series of
ologues of women ranging in age for unacceptable behavior in relationships and promote the need for
from 7 to 50. She draws her mateand realization."
rial from five plays, one novel,
and a selection of Canadian poetry. With a set that is purposefully
The continuity of the characters sparse except for the personal
develops and performs centers items of her characters, she has a
she
''
.N..',loh the bonds they have with men, strong performance in which attenthe tensions that inevitably arise, tion is sharply focuses on her.
"Progressions" will be performed
and the choices that must be made
in
relationships.
the Schoolroy Theater, Friday
Stephanie Brehm in these
uses
and Saturday, January 20 and 21 at
Two of the plays which she
ERIK DAHL, DON CAMPBELL, TERRY MILLER, DAVE COOGAN, ERIC KNORR, TIM McCOUL,
col8:15 pjn. Tickets are available at
should be fairly familiar to the
JASON BOONE, aod PAUL FRANCISCO Bake np Poster Child aad the Adopted Family.
lege audience. These are Cat on a the Freedlander box office. COW
and three of them are in the Nuns. But, none of these names, Hot Tin Roof, by Tennessee Wil- students' admittance is free of
JEFF KEAR
The according to Campbell, had the ef- liams and Extremities by William charge.
Wooster Jazz Ensemble.
Staff Writer
rhythm section consists of Coogan fect that Poster Child and the Mastrosimone. The latter pre
Making their first formal public on the drums and Terry Miller on Adopted Family did.
Choosing the songs for the band
the bass; Erik Dahl adds his musiappearance at Ichabod's this Saturguitar,
the
and
on
cal talents
to play was relatively simple, acday night, Poster Child and the
group's
vocalist cording to Coogan, for the band
Adopted Family, a band consisting Campbell is the
completely of College of Wooster Occasionally, Jim Prosser backs members have similar styles and
musical tastes. Coogan states, "a
the band up on keyboards.
students, plans to cover a variety
U.S.S. Washington for two years,
JEN DUNN
A few of these musicians have lot of the tunes (which we play)
of funk, soul,
Hadsell tried a year at law school
Staff Writer
also been in other previous COW come out spontaneously because
As group singer Don Campbell
and four years as a professional
they are easy to play and have
bands, with Coogan and Dahl bestates, "We're basically a rock
PuHe
progressions."
scouter for the Boy Scouts of
pastor
Westminster
Interim
common
chord
of
The
members
ing
previous
of
band."
funksoulR&Bc lassie rock
America before entering the San
types
of
Church,
these
Presbyterian
Reverend
notes
that
being
member
of
a
Knorr
also
ritans,
"But," as drummer Dave Coogan
imTheological Seminary in
Francisco
group
to
joined
Hadsell,
the
Wooster
the
John
for
songs
allow
Campbell,
Tequilla Soup, and
asserts," we like, to funk it up.
st
1951.
community
memin
last
playing.
of
while
provise
Improvising is a major part of our Boone, and Coogan being
see Hadsell: page 4
The true strength of the band, year. He has had a varied experibers of Merv and the Mervtones.
act." The band covers classic
emThe idea of forming the band though, is the musical abilities of ence previous to his current
tunes which vary from the soul of
ployment, and has enjoyed his efStevie Wonder and James Brown was Campbell's, who early this its members. The band is musiof the fall indicated to Coogan that he de- cally trained. All of us can read forts as a campus clergyman ber,
to die classic
sired to get together a band to play music and most can write music," having served at San Francisco
Rolling Stones and Led Zeppelin
'
says Miller. Campbell also agreed State College in San Francisco in
campus and around the communew
on
the
modern
to
rockfunk of
nity. They quickly recruited the that the focus of the band was the 1950's and the University of
black bands such as Fishbone and
California at Berkeley from 1959-197- 0.
brass section - all six were in the "locked into getting people togethLiving Colour.
musiaccomplished
are
persuaded.
who
er
The band boasts eight members, Scot Marching Band,
Rev. Hadsell graduated from the
four of whom make up the band's Dahl to play, and later added bas- cians." This, he says, has permitUniversity
of California at Berkehas
well
and
ted the band to mesh
sist Miller.
brass section. Jason Boone and
1943
with an economics
in
ley
own
In choosing a name, Campbell allowed them to add their
Paul Francisco both play the
he
went on to graduate
major,
and
says, "We just chose the name that style to the songs they cover.
while Eric Knorr and Tim
the U.S. Navy
ensign
covfrom
an
as
was the one that made us laugh the When asked what makes their
McCoul add strength to the brass
Training
School at Cosection with their trumpets. All most" Early suggestions for a er versions of songs different from Officer's
lumbia University in New York.
four of the brass members were in name were American Barricade,
see Poster Child: page 6
After serving on the battleship the
Drunk
Band,
and
Marching
Aplenty,
Milk,
Babes
Scot
this year's
one-wom-

an

.

self-evaluati- on

-

Hadsell gives lecture on

"Directions for the church "

rhythm-and-blue-

s.

mid-Augu-

rock-and-r-

oll

saxa-phon- e,

-
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Letters to the editor
Andorka article:
Sherdil responds

to allow Yassar Arrafat from addressing the U.N. However, if
you go to Asian and African countries, you will find that there the
people believe the Terrorist-in-Chito be a Super Power itself.
Recently, 155 countries voted in
favor of Yassar Arrafat, as opposed
to only two (U.S.A and Israel)
which insisted that he is a terrorist.
The writer of the article in Voice
has made an error saying that PLO
has recognized Israel. This is a
point over which PLO has still
taken a stand. Also, Yassar Arrafat (and PLO) had long ago given
up terrorism. Yassar Arrafat has
never been involved in terroristic
activities. It was another small
faction of the Palestinians headed
by the late Abu Jehad Shaheed
which had been (quite foolishly)
indulging in such activities.
It seems that the writer is quite
good in gossiping about Dan
Quayle. I don't mind if he discusses the American internal politics.
But then he should limit himself
to his area of specialization. Discussing foreign affairs requires a
bit broader sense of vision.
Before concluding, I would like
to congratulate the series writer of
"Newsbriefs" for constantly doing
a good job for the Voice.
ef

Dear Editor,

It is good to' find that the Voice
is taking interest in world affairs.
The editorial and the column
Political Musings' were written
by the same person and the articles
had a lot in common.
I think that the author should
not blame the defense forces for
the shooting down of the Libyan
jets. The American pilots were
twice "locked" by the Libyan missiles and had only a split second
decision to choose from "kill or
get killed." Instead, the American
foreign policy of interfering in
everything around the world should
be blamed. The United States is
the world's second largest producer
of chemical weapons (with a store

of 30,000 tons of them) and the
United States Army has used these
weapons in an Asian country.
Still, the country is brazen enough
to threaten Libya of attack on its
tiny chemical plant by sending its
jets to within three minutes of
flight-tim- e
from that plant. Other
examples of American Naval interference have been the bombardment on Lebanese territory, the
shooting down of a civil passenger
plane and the holding of military
exercises inside the limits of a
e
territorcountry's private
sea-zon-

y-

The United States finds an excuse for meddling in all these matters by declaring the Libyans, Palestinians and the Iranians as terrorists. Recently, the U.S. refused
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Khalid Sherdil

Belt letter:
Belmont agrees
Dear Editor,
I would like to recognize and
congratulate Kilty Belt on her let

ter to the editor in the January 13,
Voice edition concerning the College's meal plan. Her suggestion
to incorporate student I.D. cards
with magnetic strips is an idea that
the Food Service Committee of
the Student Government has been
researching during the past three
semesters. The Student Government has been sending surveys to
other Greater Lakes College Association (GLCA) schools. We have
also been compiling the present
price statistics for the college to
discuss the possibility of some alternative programs. Although we
have accomplished a great deal of
groundwork, we welcome any interested students to attend the
meetings of the Food Service
Committee (the meeting time and

place will be publicized next
week), and to help revise the current meal plan. This is a complex
issue which takes a lot of energy
and support to successfully complete.
The SGA Food Service Committee is not an idle committee, as
evidenced by such examples as the
introduction of cereals at all meals,
new pita ovens, frozen yogurt, and
spices in the dining rooms. All of -these changes were accomplished
with the cooperation of Howard
Raber, Director of Food Service,
and the hard work of all the committee members for the past year
and a half.
Once again, if you, as students,
have any suggestions or problems
concerning the food service here at
the college, please bring them to
the SGA Food Service Committee
meetings or write your sugges- see

Letters:

page 3

Editorial
It seems important, with a large portion of the student body, both first-yeand upperclass, involved in initiation, to write something about this process.
As an independent, what I can talk about with some degree of accuracy is the
process of initiation as an outsider. From this outside perspective, I see initiation in terms of the three faces of pledging:
The Cry: This is the face that is most depressing to see. It is riddled
with sleeplessness. It is the face that I see when my pledging Voice staffers
seminar students that I
come by to turn in articles, when I see the first-yeTJV.'d who have chosen the section route about to collapse; it's the face of
my friend, who knows that once she is done with her initiation for the night
she still must put in four hours of homework. This is the face that screams
"WHEN WILL THIS BE OVER?"
The Laugh: This is the face that independents and section members
share. This is seeing the Omega pledges, all dressed in red, meeting for
e
breakfast at 7:30 in the morning; seeing another
friend of mine who is not allowed to speak at all; and hearing the Beta pledges address the Betas as "Mr. Abemethy" and "Mr. Phlegar," and even more
amusing, hearing those pledges pay the same respect to all of the Betas' female friends, hence "Ms. Douglass," and "Ms. Murray."
The Smile: This is the most magical, the most hard to understand thing
about pledging, from my perspective. This is the face I see when a pledge
won't talk to his or her friends about initiation: the smile that one club
pledge can share with another, the look that shows a common understanding,
a common sharing, a common bond that will stand the test of time; the glow
of sharing, and getting through, yet another night of pledge initiation.
This is the bond, the bond of common experience, that no independent can
ever break. While we may value our independence, mere is a "brother" or
"sister" lurking somewhere inside all of us, who wants, at least in a small
way, to go through this difficult, this at times seemily impossible, experience.. .so we can smile as well.
ar

ar

section-memb-

er

want-to-b-
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Dream House Column Students and faculty react to English
THE MEN OF DREAM HOUSE
curriculum changes enthusiastically
"It is an unhappy truth that racism is a way of life for the vast
majority of Americans, spoken and
unspoken, acknowledged and denied, subtle and sometimes not so
subtle - the disease of racism permeates and poisons a whole body
politic..."
Martin Luther King Jr.
This is an authentic account of a
teenage boy fighting with the
harsh reality of the world surrounding him. Daily problems he faced
were those of racism,
and lack of compassion and understanding by our society. The compilation of these problems ate
away at him and made his life intolerable. His writings, and passages from a personal diary portray
the difficulties of his life.
Robin Christopher Kea, a seven
teen year old high school junior,
was forced, and forced himself to
self-identit-

y,

.

'deal with turmoil in his life. Robin was born into an interracial
marriage; his father was black, and
a college professor of black history, and his mother was of Danish
decent. With his parents' help,
Robin realized the importance of
the diversity of his heritage. However, the surrounding community
couldn't accept the duality of his
birthright This led to Robin's
struggle with his identity. As documented in his diary, "I blame
American society because it refused to accept me as I was. I
blame myself because I was too
blind toudo the same." Society
dictated to Robin that he did not fit
into its design, and he manifested
this into his own being. He saw a
culture that offered him little encouragement in dealing with racial
problems.
Being born into an interracial
see

Dream: page 4

In the news...
YALMAN ONARAN
Series Writer

Dr. King honored on his
60th birthday: The slain leader
of the civil liberties movement,

Dr. Martin Luther King, was honored by cultural, religious and musical observances on his 60th
birthday. It was the fourth year of the federal holiday since its passing
into law by Congress. All but six states also have state holidays marking the birthdays.
Arafat's faction is said to refrain from terrorism; Israel

orders harsher tactics in Palestinian revolt:

The Israeli

Army Chief of Staff reported to the Israeli parliamentary committee
that Arafat's wing of the P.L.O. has not planned or carried out any guerilla acts in more than two months, even before he denounced terrorism
at the UN session in Sweden.
Meanwhile, Israeli Defense Minister Rabin announced tougher measures against the uprising Palestinians in West Bank and Gaza. The
measures include allowing a greater number of soldiers to fire on demonstrators and closing down high schools that are considered rebellious.
7 were closed down on Tuesday.
U.S. raises quota of Soviet refugees: President Reagan increased quota of Soviet refugees for the United States recently. The into a total of 25,000 people.
is
crease in Soviet
Dry weather has caused
years:
3
Harvest in Russia worst in
million
tons this year in Soviet
the grain harvest to fall short by 40
Union. The Soviet Union will have to offset the shortage by importing grain.
Animal Rights battle gaining ground: The growing influence
of the Animal Rights movement has affected fur shops, research labs
that experiment on animals, zoos, veal producers and many other establishments all around the nation. Although there are many animal
rights organizations, many with different specific goals, the main
theme is the same: "We have to treat them better."
Pact in Vienna to protect
35 nations issue East-We- st
refugee-allowan-

ce

39,

broad human rights; Paris conference condemns the use of

chemical arms: U.S., Canada, Soviet Union and all other European
nations except Albania agreed on broader human rights including "freer
and wider dissemination of information of all kinds."
140 nations in U.N. condemned the use of chemical weapons and
called for a speeded effort to complete a treaty banning the development,
production and possession of such weapons.
Compiled from The New York Times.

new courses are much more interesting and I wish they had made
the changes earlier." Fortnum is
also a senior and said that she is a
little disappointed that she will not
really benefit fully from the revision.
Included in the new curriculum

DAVEROYSE
Staff Writer
With its curriculum revision
completed, the English department
now faces the task of assesing that
revision. The change, the first
since 1972, affects not only English majors and minors, but anyone who plans to take English

are "Language, Literature, and Culture," the basic course required for

courses.

all majors and minors, and

After evaluating its function last
year, the department decided the
changes were in order because the
courses offered did not match the
primary concerns of the depart-

"Writers as Readers," also required
for all majors. Besides Independent Study, the rest are electives.
According to the 1988-8- 9 course
book, the new curriculum is designed to "stress the interrelationships among language, texts, and
culture." To achieve this, the
courses have been grouped into
four categories: Fundamental Issues: Culture; Texts: Strategies
for Reading and Writing; and Independent Study.
All courses fit into one of these
groups, and each, whether it has
been taught before or not, has a
number of new premises worked
into its contexts.
"One of the strong effects of the
change is a democratization of the
curriculum," according to Joanne
Frye, a professor in the department Because there is more focus
on culture, different genders and

ment
The four core studies courses,
three of which were required for a
major in English, were eliminated
entirely. Despite concern by some
students that the loss of the core
courses would make a hole in the
curriculum, most of the information from the previous courses was
integrated into the new curriculum.
"It was interesting to be a major," said Andrew Melissinos, "and
have your requirements discarded."
Melissinos, a senior, said that he
didn't believe anything was lost in
the transformation, though, and
that the new curriculum is more
up to date and more interesting.
Emily Fortnum agreed. "The

.

races are not overlooked in the
study of literature as they may
have been in the past
Although students say it is difficult to say exactly how much they
are affected, because they had not
taken all the old courses, nor have
they taken all all of the new
courses, the faculty appears positive. "I'm real excited by it," said
Frye. She said that she senses
only very positive reactions from
her colleagues.
"So far I'm very pleased with it,
and I think everyone else is too,"
stated Henry Herring, the head of
the department "There are a lot of

exciting possibilities with the new
curriculum and there's a lot more
freedom in

it"

Senior English major Alicia
concurred. She feels that
the department is more suited to
the needs of students who wish to
follow a more specific course of
study, such as journalism. Aeber-sol- d
said that while she feels the
changes are for the better anyway,
"the department is really strong,
and that strength will carry it
through" any problems that arise.
"Profs seem to be teaching what
they want," said Aebersold, "not
iust the reouirements." and that
makes the courses "much better."
Ae-berso-

ld

Letters from page 2
tions down and mail them to Jennifer Belmont or Hank Moore
marked SGA Office, Campus
Mail. Once again, Kitty, thanks
for your letter and I hope to see
you at our next meeting!
Sincerely,
Jennifer Belmont
SGA VP. of Student Affairs

Lowry smoking:
Hoch responds
Dear Editor,
I don't know exactly what happened over the last semester, but it
seems that Lowry Center has suddenly become a haven for smokers.
They have become so numerous
that I can't help but wonder if there
is actually a "Get $200 a day for
smoking here!" sign which I am
failing to notice outside the building.
Whatever the reason, the situation has become intolerable. It is
now . a .tare . event, to .walk into .

Mom's Truck Stop without slamming into a wall of smoke and
stench. Other parts of the building
are hardly better. As I happen to
be very sensitive to smoke, it is
not uncommon for me to have to
move from a seat in Mom's, to the
table area outside, then upstairs,
and then finally outside the building, all in an attempt to escape the
nauseous substance. Lowry Center, which used to be a pleasant
study area, is now too often a miserable place to be.
What makes matters even worse
is the College's apparent disregard
for the rights of the
There is but one
room in Lowry (Room 118 for
those of you seeking sanctuary)
and it is usually reserved for some
meeting or similar function.
Therefore, most of the time, the
only place to find clean air is out-non-smok-

er.

non-smoki-

ng

side.

some-room-

er.

s,

--

--

non-smokin-

g.

--

non-smok-

The college should get in step
with the general course of the nation and devote more square feet to
The dangers of
the
second-han- d
smoke are proven fact
and I for one would rather not experience the joys of lung cancer.
non-smok-

It is one thing for the smoker to
indulge his or her habit and risk
health problems, quite another for
him or her to risk the health of
others. Those who wish clear air
have the right to have it
I would like to propose that the
smokingnon-smokin- g
area ratio
be changed for the better. My first
inclination would be to ask that
the stituation be reversed and have
all smokers banished to room 118
(It would be a great inducement to
quit). However, realizing that
wishful thinking won't change
have
things, I suggest this:
Mom's, the bowling alley,
and the current smoking areas in the dining room remain the
domain of the smoker. Everything
This '
else would be
is more than reasonable, as the ra- -.
tio between the two extremes
would then be a fair 5050. It's
about time that the
had some breathing room.
I hope that the college will take
my recommendations to heart and
act on them in the proper fashion
(while there's still time).
Alan D. Hoch

.

,

er

--

.
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Six Wooster students travel to Appalachia
T.STEWART and C. SROMEK
Guest Writers
Between Dec. 15 and Dec. 22
1988, six Wooster students accom-

panied by Sister Margaret Harig,
the Catholic Campus Minister,
travelled to southern Kentucky to
work as volunteers with the Christian Appalachian Project. A service organization active throughout Kentucky,, the CAP serves in
,many forms to meet the various
needs of the Appalachian poor.

tucky, the college is designed to
provide an opportunity for higher
education to students who would
otherwise not be able to afford the
costs of college. Four students,
Scott Wainio, Tracy Kaufman,
Chris Sromek, and Dcnise Kondik,
spent a week based at a volunteer
home in Ml Vernon, Kentucky.
Wainio worked at a home for the
mentally handicapped with a CAP
program called Respite Care. Kaufman worked at a CAP spouse
abuse shelter. Sromek and Kondik

e
centers in rural PulaCAP
ski and McCrcary counties.
Volunteers at the Ml Vernon
and Somerset locations stayed
CAP volunteers
among long-terin volunteer community homes,
while those at Bcrea stayed at
Camp Andrew Jackson.
The volunteer experience gave
participants an opportunity to see
the realities of poverty, and to give
of themselves to people who were
really in need of their services. In
working with the poor of Appala- -

Students

m

Abba Eban, when he spoke here

last September, argued that,
"nations act wisely only when
they have exhausted the alternatives." We in Students for Peace
through Action have come the
conclusion that this quotation accurately reflects the attitude of the
United States Government toward
sanctions against South Africa.

The current government of
South Africa has been described
using many epithets, most of
which have been appropriate. Yet,
the main focus has been ignored!
The South African government is
illegitimate on the basis of minority franchise . Repeatedly, South
Africa has shown contempt for
world human rights standards. Just
last week, Jan. 12, the government
has chosen to censor three more
journals because of
"subversive propaganda" concerns.
Where, then, do sanctions fit
into this situation? In the case of
Rhodesia (now Zimbabwe), international sanctions, working in
conjunction with armed resistance,
brought down the minority government of Ian Smith. We envision the same future for South
Africa:
a weakening of the economic base added to political unrest will make South Africa very
anti-aparthe-

1
A-

v?

Y

-

. -

WAINIO, TRACY KAUFMAN, CHRIS SROMEK, DENISE
KONDIK, JAMIE SLOAN, and TOM STEWART drop off supplies for Christmas in
Berea, Kentucky.

Volunteers SCOTT

The students were divided and
situated at three different volunteer
settings. One student, Jamie
observaSloan, made a three-da- y
tional tour of the facilities at Berea
College. Located in Berea, Ken- -

worked at a home for new and expectant teenage mothers. Sister
Margaret and Tom Stewart were
based at a volunteer home in So-

merset, Kentucky, and both
worked splitting time between two

visit
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Peace through Action
forRowly

chia, the volunteers were exposed
to a wholly different approach to
life, where the values are not necessarily material ones, and generosity is measured more in terms
of giving time than giving money.
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vulnerable to change.
There are many who oppose
sanctions on the grounds that
blacks will be hurt economically.
This arguement ignores two facts.
First, almost every major black
leader inside South Africa has
spoken out in favor of international sanctions even though by doing
so they risk their lives. Economic
discomfort for black South Africans is a small price to pay if ridding the nation of the hell which
is apartheid is the resulL Furthermore, affluent whites would be
most affected by sanctions, and
such suffering could cause significant political change as whites
would sever their ties with the current government
To state one more of the most
common reasons given against
sanctions, many suggest that, by
imposing them, we would be
abandoning constructive change.
This line has been repeated over
and over for more than a century
by foreign businesses whose profits are reaped by the exploitation of
cheap black labor. The Sullivan
Principles, under which United
States corporations with business
in South Africa pledged to carry
--

see

SPA: page 9

Educational Affairs Committee
discusses plans for Spring
HAS HIM J. GILLAN1

Guest Writer
Gillani is the current chairperson

of The Educational Affairs

Com-

mittee.

The Educational Affairs Committee (EAC) is comprised of all
students who serve on faculty
committees. This committee is
essentially responsible for coordinating information from all major
committees dealing in matters relevant to educational affairs. Moreover, the committee represents the
academic concerns of the entire
student body and 'makes recommendations to the Dean of Faculty
or the
of the College. Currently, the committee
has seventeen student members and
is chaired by the
of
Academic Affairs of the Student
Government Association (SGA).
Although the EAC has played a
passive role over the last few
years, this semester it is confronting various important issues. The
formation of a grievance board is
in its initial stages; this board will
support students in their complaints against educational policies
Vice-Preside-

nt

Vice-Preside-

nt

and issues. The significance of
students in the decision-makin- g
policies of the campus is a commitment made by our College.
Central to this commitment is the
involvement of students on elected
and appointed Faculty Committees. Pursuing the importance of
student representation on Faculty
Committees, the EAC is working
to recommend the addition of student members on those Faculty
Committees which are comprised
of faculty alone. Furthermore, a
possible goal set by the EAC for
this semester is to evaluate the effectiveness of teacher evaluations.
The Committee may propose a
teacher evaluation process whose
results are compiled and submitted
directly by students to the
or the Dean of Faculty.
Since these ideas are in their initial stages of development, it is vital that the Committee receives input from students. EAC meetings
are usually held at 4 p.m. on Sundays in Lowry 119; all are welcome to attend. Suggestions and
ideas can be sent to EAC by writing to box
Vice-Preside-

C-16- 64.

nt
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Alvin Ailey Ensemble dances in McGaw
The Alvin Ailey Repertory Ensemble, under the artistic direction
of Sylvia Waters, will perform in
the Black Arts Festival at the College this Tuesday at 8: IS p.m. in

Really
Nothing
JEFF KEAR

REAL WORLD

McGaw Chapel.

The Ensemble will be doing a
series of three pieces, including
their world famous "Revelations."
During the Ensemble's residency
here at the College, they will be
doing a Master Dance Class on the
Freedlander stage. No experience
is required, attenders need only
plan to participate. The class will
run from 1 - 2:20 p.m. on a first
come first serve basis.
The Ensemble was established in
1974 and has received acclaim all
over the United States. New York
Magazine has said that "they are
all beautifully trained and scrupulously rehearsed," and The
in Syracuse adds that
"they move with 61an, a tight
command of style and an innate
musical sense that makes for true
ensemble work."
Tickets are available at Lowry
Front Desk, complimentary to all
College of Wooster students until
January 20 at 5 p.m. All tickets
will then be transferred to the
Freedlander Box office for purchase .
and reservation.
Post-Standa- rd

Alvin Ailey performers dance in "Migration," choreographed by Mary Barnett with music by Oregono.

"Ghosts in Daylight" opens
for "Flock of Seagulls"
ELISE BONZA
News and Feature Editor
Question: What do you get when
you put together three high school
seniors, one sophmore, and an Air
Traffic Controller?
Answer Ghosts in Daylight.
Ghosts in Daylight is a Cleveland based alternative music band.
Their biggest performance as of
yet was opening for A Flock of
Seagulls Mon, Jan 16, at the
Cleveland Agora Ballroom. This
was a WMMS Appreciation concert: a free concert. The show was
supposed to start at 9 p.m. , and
by 8:30 p.m. WMMS was already
announcing over the air that the
Agora was full, the doors were
closed. People were also getting
lost trying to find the Agora's temporary entrance off of Prospect
Many of the people who lined up
at the door, frustrated about being
shut out, were eventually let in.
The Ghosts took the stage just
after 9 p.m. and started the set
with their single "Subway." The
band had much more energy than

"Flock", and they were very professional for what could be seen as
a high school band.
The Ghosts consist of David
Genzen on vocals, Jonathan Gen-zeRaymond Redhead and Jonathan Yuzon on keyboards, and
Robert Ortenzi on percussion.
The Genzens and Ortenzi attend
Admiral King High School in Lorain, Ohio, and Yuzon is a senior
at Lake Ridge Academy in Am- -

herst Redhead is a Cleveland Air
Route Traffic Control Center Specialist. He's a damn good keyboardist too. The Ghosts make it a
point in their "biography" to tell
that the Genzens, Yuzon and Ortenzi are all honor students at their
schools, "maintaining a G.P.A. of
3.5 or better."
The Ghosts began their career in
the spring of 1988: they're not
eM Ohnsts: nape 11
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This column may seem a little
dated, but it has taken me a while
to recover from the rigors of a
k
break.
On Christmas Eve, I was begin-

three-wee-

ning to enjoy the long break to
which underpaid, exhausted college

students are entitled, when one of
of relatives whom I
see once a year asked me how I
my thousands

liked college.
Tine," I said.
I knew what the next question
would be.
"Well, what's your major."

"English."
And then, the clincher.
"And what are you going to do
with it"
I'm supposed to do something
with it?

This relevation startled me to the
extent that I choked on my egg
nog maybe it had too much rum
- I was drinking, and the question
proceeded to ruin my entire vacation.
What a novel idea. I guess I
didn't really realize the fact that I'm
actually going to graduate from
here at some time in the near future, and that I may actually have
to find a job when I graduate.
Being the typical college student
that I am, I responded to this concept accordingly.
"Ughhhhhhhh."

know other students must feel
the same way. Students are constantly asked and bombarded, by
relatives and friends about their future career plans, and parents constantly wonder if their thousands
of dollars will ever make a differ
I

ence. But, even though this nagging begins to become a nuisance,
it does remind students that they
will sometime have to actually
make money and pay off their college loan debts which tend to make
the national debt look like a parking ticket
In realizing the fact that I will

not always be supported by mom
and dad, I decided to investigate the
alternatives to life after COW.

One alternative open to most
students is graduate school. This

path allows the student to spend
more of someone else's money,
learn more about less, and put off
the task of finding a job. As a
secondary advantage, .the student
could also become better educated
and recieve a degree which could
allow a himher to recieve a better
job andor a better starting salary.
For those students to whom a
few extra years in school sounds
like a trip through Beirut, a few
other options are open. There is
much need for volunteer work
throughout this nation and the
world, although there are a few
drawbacks: the pay is a sincere
"thank you" and the conditions
may be less than ideal. The Peace
Corps and such organizations offer
educational and fulfilling experiences, but, again, if you don't enjoy malaria or are addicted to cable
TV, this experience may not be for
you. The armed forces is also a
choice, but if you plan on this experience, you may actually end up
in

Beirut
see

Kear: page 7

Attention Skiers!
The C.O.VV. Ski Club is taking its first trip of the sea
son this Saturday, January 21, to Holiday Valley, New
York. Extra seats are available for anybody interested in
(skiing or just going to visit someone in the surrounding
area.
The Ski Club's second trip will be the weekend of Feb.
If yon are interested in
3, 4, and 5 to Stowe, Vermont.
getting off campus, meeting new people and having a good
time, join the Ski Club for an entire weekend of friendly
A $50 deposit to
New England hospitality and fun.
within
the next week.
a seat on the bus is due
Again, if you just want to visit some friends in the area,
you are more than welcome to join us on the bus.
For more information, contact Chock Hayes (ext. 2600),
Stephanie Zachary (ext. 2691), Mike Callas (ext. 2600),
Alison Parsons (ext. 2674).

re-ser- ve

MONDAY

-

COMPUTERS

FRIDAY 8AM

SATURDAY

9AM

to

to 5:30PM
NOON
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Private College Instrumental Conductors
Association will present Honors Festival

A WOMEN'S ISSUES BLOCK

Seeking feedback
of it or not), but we did not really

Our purpose this academic year
has been to illuminate as best we
can some perspectives (and there
are many) on some women's issues and to add to the network of
support for women and women's
issues on this campus. While we
feel we have succeeded in doing
part of this, we think that we
could have done a much better job.
For one thing, we were always
getting our articles in late, and
they appeared sporadically at best.
And while we need to cultivate our
reliability and promptness, what
we really failed at was reaching out
to the rest of the campus. Sure,
we have tried to touch on issues in
our column which we think affect
everyone (whether they are aware

Poster Child from page
others, Coogan replied, "We're
funkier. You can definitely dance
to our music."
The band plans on continuing to
play for the college community
throughout this year, but it will
lose two of its musicians to graduation this May. Nevertheless,
Campbell states that, regardless of
the losses, the band will get to- -

open our column up to the issues
and concerns articulated outside of
our group; we did not effectively
solicit participation from people
outside of our block. So our New
Year's resolution is really simple:
we are going to try to do a better
job of what we set out to do in the
first place. This means that we
need feedback from the rest of you:
what do you want us to write
about? Do you want to write an
article for this column yourself?
Would you like to attend our
weekly dinner meetings? If so,
please write to Margret Bailey,
campus box 1097 with any suggestions, comments, criticisms, or
whatever. We will respond.
1

gether next year, and it will be a
band of the same sort as. this one
is.
In looking towards Saturday's
performance at Ichabod's, McCoul
stated, "We're all looking to just
have a good time." All students
are encouraged to join them as
their first set opens at 10 p.m.

Ext. 2237

41

Only a block away from campus for
a world of difference. Let us pamper
you at affordable prices.
Monday
Saturday
Breakfast
7 a.m.
11 a.m.
11 a.m.
Lunch
2 p.m.
Dinner
8 p.m.
5:30 p.m.

Breakfast
Dinner

Sunday
7 a.m.
11:30 a.m.

.

WOOSTER - The Ohio Private
College Instrumental Conductors
Association will present its 1989
Honors Festival Concerts at the
College of Wooster, Saturday, Jan.
21, and Sunday, Jan. 22. Representatives from 11 Ohio institutions including Wooster will participate in the concerts which are
g
designed to promote the
of music programs in private institutions of higher education.
According to Nancy Dinner, assistant professor of music at
Wooster and coordinator of the
OPCICA concerts, the event will
begin Saturday with a performance
by the Mount Union College
Wind Ensemble, conducted by
Robert Bayless, and will feature
the 1989 OPCICA Honor Orchestra with Wooster's Jeffrey Lindberg
as guest conductor. The concert is
scheduled for 7:30 p.m. in the
College's McGaw Chapel.
The concert Sunday will include
performances by the Wooster Scot
Symphonic Band, conducted by
Ditmer, and the 1989 OPCICA
Honor Band, with Mount Union's
Bayless, Robert E. Fleming of
Hiram College, and John E. Owen
well-bein-

of Heidelberg College, serving as
guest conductors. The 3 p.m. concert also will be presented in
McGaw ChapeL
Highlights of Saturday's concert
include Wolfgang Amadeus Mozart's "Adagio and Fugue in C minor," Edward Elgar's "Larghetto
from the Serenade for String Orchestra in E minor," and "St.
Paul's Suite," by Gustav HolsL
The conceit will also feature Dmitri Shostakovich's "Festive Over-

ture,"

Joseph

Schwanter's

"Millinum," and John Philip Sou-sa- 's
"The Thunderer March."
Sunday's performance will include Sousa's "The Fairest of the

Fair March," John Zdechlik's
"Chorale and Shaker Dance," and
Karl L.King's "Barn urn and Bailey's Favorite March," all conducted by Ditmer. During the concert,
Owen will conduct Richard Wagner's "Elsa's Procession to the Ca-

thedral," Bayless will conduct
"Four Scottish Dances" by Malcolm Arnold, arranged by John
Paynter; and Fleming will conduct
"Blithe Bells" by Percy Grainger,
translated by Robert Jager. "Blithe
Bells" premiered during Wooster's

1988 commencement concert and
is not yet published.
"The primary purpose of the
concerts is to provide an annual
festival featuring instrumental music students combined in various
honor groups," Ditmer said. "This
is an excellent opportunity for our
students to meet and work with
other talented individuals from
throughout Ohio and to spend the
weekend with music."
More than 90 students from the
11 colleges and universities will
participate in the concerts, Ditmer
said, noting that the organization
initiated the honors festival in
1988 at Capital University in Columbus.
"Although this is only our second year for the honors festival,
OPCICA has been extremely successful in attracting talented musicians to participate," Ditmer said.
Other institutions participating
in the festival this year include
Capital University, Case Western
Reserve University, the University
of Dayton, Muskingum College,
Ohio Northern University, Otterb-ei- n
College, and Xavier

Cinematic Synopsis: Rain Man
Dave Wigham and Jeff Baab

THE WOOSTER INN n
264-23-

.January 20,1989
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a.m.

8 p.m.

STUDENT DISCOUNTS
AVAILABLE WITH MEAL TICKET

This week's movie, Rain Man,
is a story about a brash young
L.A. businessman and his older
brother, an autistic savant whom
he had never met until after their
father's death. A greedy Charlie
Babbit, played by Tom (Cocktail )
Cruise, is disinherited by his father, who left his fortune to the
Cincinnati institute where his
brother is staying. Ray, played by
Dustin (Tootsie) Hoffman, is takvoyage duren on a
displays
to Charlie
ing which he
the exact nature of his handicap.
The two eventually grow close as
a custody combat over Raymond
ensues.
D.W.: . First of all, I would like
to welcome everyone back from
Christmas break. If you want to
see a touching and heartwarming
film, I recommend seeing Rain
Man. The entire film hinges on
the performance of Hoffman,
whose portrayal of Raymond Babbit should, by all rights, garner
him an Academy Award. He did
an excellent job capturing the nature of a person with autism, a
mental handicap that leaves. the
victim in a world of his or her
own. At approximately 130 minutes, the movie's simple story
could easily be difficult to sit
cross-count-

ry

through, but Hoffman effectively
wins over the audience with one of
the most incredible individual performances I have ever seen.
J.B.: It is incredibly difficult to
sit through. I looked at my watch
a little over an hour into the film
and was surprised that ONLY one
hour had passed, more action happens when you watch paint dry.
Hoffman is amazing, but Cruise
doesn't change until the last ten
minutes of the film. I missed the
great acting debut that Tom Cruise
was supposed to make in this
film. To me, he still plays the
character he has
played since Taps. Whatever
makes this film so wonderful went
right by me. This isn't my type
of film.
D.W.: I agree that there was
little action in the movie and that
again.
Tom Cruise was type-caHowever, the subject does not demand a tremendous amount of
high jinx or special effects. To
properly shed light on this subject,
the story must be told with subtlety, which it was. I believe that,
although the Tom Cruise character
is distracting at times, Charlie
shows us just how frustrating this
disability can be for someone try
self-confide-

nt

st

ing to communicate with the victim. Ray is extremely high functioning, and, at times, seems be
ready to break out of the constraints of his affliction. Charlie
responds with anger when he realizes that he will never have a normal relationship with Ray.
J.B.: It was so subtle, it was
almost comatose. Despite all of
the hype about the film, it was the
dullest piece of cinema I have ever
sat through, and the people who
know me know that I have a low
entertainment threshold. I can
watch anything.but I couldn't wait
for this film to end. The best part
about this film was the coming attractions feature. In July, Timothy Dalton returns as James Bond.
I live for James Bond films.
D.W.: This movie is worth seeing because of its sensitive, but
accurate depiction of the subject
matter. It doesn't merely use a superficial formula which features
the latest stunts and gadgets, it
tells a very human story.
Grades: D.W.: B J.B.: D
Rain Man is currently playing at
the Lyric Twin Cinema at 4:20, 7
and 9 p.m. Monday night is College I.D. Night. Admission is
$2.50 with a valid college I.D.

I
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The Internationalist

Mother audi daughter
team audit classes

KHALID SHERDIL

Isolation

When visitors enter Dr. Vivian

Holliday's Roman Civilization

--

"

---

TUV

:Vr:

ing to take away the winter
blahs."
Funk grew up in Wooster since
after moving here in 1915, and
she graduated from the college in
1923. She worked for The Daily
Record after graduation for about
four months.
"I was going to be a journalist,"
she said, "I loved the smell of
printer's ink and when I would go
down and watch the paper run
through the press and watch the
linotype, it was fascinating. I was
the society editor and wrote up the
weddings and the personals. I've
watched The Daily Record grow
from that type of very primative
machinery to this big operation
that they have now."
Funk married in 1924 and, in the
style of the times, she gave up her
job to raise her family. In spite of
losing the career, she never gave
up her writing. She joined a writing club called the Thursday Club
and, until very recently, used to
write papers on a variety of subjects for it.
"I think I always have put pen to
paper," she added, "it's something
you do because you can't help
yourself. I haven't done any re- -

Thatcher Thomas

Mother and daughter team of Elizabeth Funk and Elizabeth
Pittenger audit Holliday's Roman Civilization class.

cently, but there was a time when
I could really turn out some pretty
good papers for clubs, which was
my only opportunity."
She had four children, of whom
Pittenger was the youngest, who
"kept her busy," but she and her
husband, a former lawyer representing the college, never lost interest in the activities on campus.
"We were always very interested
in the college," Funk said. "We've
always gone to college affairs be

cause my husband was interested
in them, the board of trustees
meetings and things like that"
Pittenger herself has fond memories of growing Up in a college atmosphere herself.
"One of the things that our family enjoyed most was when Dr.
Delbert G. Lean would, each year
in the old chapel, would perform
Dickens' A Christmas Carol and
see Funk: page 8

Kear from page 5
Students may do these or many
other things after COW, and the
Student Career Placement and Development office can offer even
more suggestions to the dilemma
of what opportunities one can investigate after graduation.
But, for the time being, I am
still in a bind. It seems really
drastic and detrimental that I must
now make a decision which will
somehow effect the rest of my
life.

mestic affairs. Many Americans
lack the knowledge of the names
of rulers or of the capital cities of
foreign countries. To converse,
Wounded."
many international students are
"Patrol Car battered in 3 acciforced to involve themselves in a
dents."
group of aware, international stuThese are samples of some frontpage headlines from American dents. International students, in
general, are much more aware of
newspapers.
When international students first what is happening not only in
come to America, they feel cut off their region but in most parts of
from their own country. Many the world. There is a broad range
find it very difficult to get news of topics over which they can have
from their countries because in the hot discussions amongst themselves. During meals at Lowry, or
eyes of the American press, Amerelsewhere, they often discuss the
ica is the world. Those international students who have been to world politics, the role of the suEurope are more surprised because perpowers as well as domestic affairs. This is not the only reason,
the European media - BBC, for example - covers the International but perhaps one of the main reanews much more broadly. But, sons, why the integration between
here in the United States, whether the American community and the
it be radio, television, or newspa- International community is difficult. This problem is not only at
pers, it is America everywhere.
not
should
media
the College of Wooster but also in
The American
the
reporting
nearly all of American universito be blamed for not
The
ties.
international news properly.
An average person from most
media depicts the image of the
whole nation and it has to go with foreign countries, just like an averthe nation. It will present only age American, is also poor in general knowledge and geography. In
what the people are interested in.
Many international students here fact, in many countries, a typical
at Wooster find it extremely diffi- average student has no idea at all
cult to communicate with Ameri- of what is going around in the
cans because of a lack of common world. But the point which most
topics for discussion. An interna- of us overlook is that the international student sitting in a group of tional students studying in Ameri- Americans feels cut off when consee Sherdil: page 12
versation centers so greatly on do
"Slightly Contaminated Dump
truck given to School Board."
"Two Deer hunters killed. Seven

FRANK H. ANDORKA, JR.
Assistant Copy Editor

class and look around, they may be
surprised by two of the students
they'll find there. Elizabeth Funk,
86, and Elizabeth Pittenger, 54,
are a Wooster mother and daughter
team who are auditing Dr. Holliday's class this fall.
"We're going to be doing some
traveling this summer, she and I,
in Venice, Florence, and Rome,"
Funk said. "That's partly why we
took this course, and it interested
us. We were looking for someth-
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So, for all of you putting off the
big decision, here is the way to respond to those persons nagging
you about your future.
"So, Jeff, what are you going to
do after college?"

"I was contemplating the possibilities of either working the grill
at Wendy's or bagging groceries at
IGA."
"Oh."

We are interviewing on campus.

are welcome!

Walk-in- s

DATE: THURSDAY. JANUARY 25, 1989
TIME: 10 A.M. - 4 P.M.

LOCATION: CAREER DEVELOPMENT &
PLACEMENT

End of discussion.

Andrews Library will be offering Interlibrary
LoanOCLC Updates: Mondays, 8 p.m.;
Wednesdays, 4 p.m.; Saturdays, 11 p.m.

gCl3 (FLjCfir id

e
wages, plus bonus 3,200 positions Scenic
resort area Low cost housing and meals Recreation program
Free rides, attractions, beach privileges in your spare time
For information and application
Above-averag-

.

These sessions will be offered regularly every week this semester. There
is a sign-u- p sheet at the Circulation Desk. If these times are not con
venient, individual appointments can be made at the Reference Office or
by calling Julia Gustafson or Sonji Everson at extension 2155.

CONTACT: CAREER DEVELOPMENT &
PLACEMENT

OS

KsffiOi?

Amusement Park, P.O. Box 5006, Sandusky, Ohio

44871-800-

6

Organizations:
Amnesty International

Created: December 1987
Current leader: Rowly Bracken, President
Number of members: 30
Number of minority members: 5
Number of international members: 5
Number of male members: IS
Number of female members: IS
Events sponsored during Semester I: Elisabeth Dreyfuss
tables
Amnesty International works for the release of men and women around
the world who have been detained because of their beliefs, color, sex, ethnic origin, language or religious creed provided they have neither used nor
advocated violence. AI works for fair and prompt trials for all political
prisoners. Finally, AI opposes the death penalty in all cases without reservation. Our mandate is the Universal Declaration of Human Rights
which sets high standards for the treatment of all people world-widThrough letter writing directly to foreign governments on a case basis,
the campus group here at Wooster makes a strong and effective commitment to human rights. Several of the prisoners on behalf of whom we
have written have been released. We also seek to educate ourselves and
activites such as speakers and
the campus through awareness-raisin- g
tables. Meetings are held every other Monday at 6 p.m. in
the Faculty Lounge.
letter-writin-

--

Extracurricular options

To inform students about the student organizations on campus, the
Voice editors sent a questionnaire to student leaders and recieved the following information. Also, all the organizations listed here are always
open to new members.

(speaker) and
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Black Students' Association
Current leader: Melford P. Ferguson, President
Number of members: 58
Number of minority members: 47
Number of international members: 6
Number of male members: 23
Number of female members: 35
Events sponsored during Semester I: The conference on diversity
titled "Celebrating Diversity at The College of Wooster", the black film
festival and black alumni lectures

The purpose of the Black Students' Association is to instill black cultural, economic, educational and political awareness on campus and in
the community. This mens that the well being of active members of
African ancestry at The College of Wooster is the focus of BS A.

Black Women's Organization
Current
Number
Number
Number
Number

leader: Cassandra Weaver, President
of minority members: all
of international members: none
of male members: none
of female members: all
The Black Women's Organization is a social and political one. It is
an organization whereby its members can share and discuss issues that
are important to them as women, as women of color, and as people of
color. It is also an organization which can serve as a support group for
or with decisions that
its members who are faced with decision-makin- g
have already been made. The members of the Black Women's Organization wish to unite the black women, the African women, indeed the entire community at the College of Wooster.

Circle K
Created: October 1987
Current leader: Tina Aiko Schaefer, President
Number of members: 40
Number of minority members: 1
Number international members: 1
Number of male members: 10
Number of female members: 30
Events sponsored during Semester I: Canned food drive for

Circle K International (CKI) , an affiliate of Kiwanis International, is
the largest collegiate organization in the world with clubs in Canada, the
United States, Mexico, South America, and the Carribean. CKI is based
on the philosophy of "Involve Tomorrow's Leaders Today". CKI sponsors division, state, and national events to promote leadership, to exchange ideas for service projects and fundraisers, to be recognized for outstanding performances, to participate in group service projects and to provide a way to meet students from other colleges and universities. Service, leadership, and friendship through this action is the basis of CKI.
CKI creates a means for collegiate students to get involved with the campus and community through service projects.

ple to People Ministries (statewide event for Circle K clubs in Ohio),
Camp Nuhop for children with learning disabilities, fundraisirig for child
survival program and kidney camp for dialysis patients.

that was the highlight of, when I
was growing up, the year and the
Christmas season," Pittenger remembered. Then, Dr. Lean played
Santa Claus to professors' children
and other people that he knew in
the city of Wooster. For a long
time, on Christmas Eve, I had a
very special Santa Claus!," she
added

Funk asserted that the college
has changed quite a bit since the
time that she graduated 66 years
ago.
"You have a wonderful opportu'89
nity for extra things," she says,
Current leader: Ken Robinson and Laurie Kerlin
"that maybe, we didn't have in
0
Number of members:
those days. We went to school
Number of minority students: 5
and had textbooks that weren't so
Number of international members: 5
interesting and we didn't have
Number of male members: roughly 50
slides to look at."
Number of female members: roughly 50
Funk also contends that today's
The College of Wooster Index is interested in producing a quality year- students have' more extracurricular
book that captures memories of the entire student body. The staff feels activities.
that this goal is attainable through quite a bit of hard work, but that the
"We had small literary clubs, but
end result will be worth it. We wish to thank the entire College comyou have lectures; they bring peomunity for the cooperation they have shown over the past semester...and ple here, and the kind of extracurremember to buy your Index now; tomorrow may be too late.
ricular activities that you boys and
girls can do certainly would add to
International Students Association
you a good deal, I would think,
Current leader: Yalman Onaran, President
and put you into graduate school
Number of members: 93
in very much better shape than
Number of minority members: 20
maybe we were," Funk said.
Number of international members: 54
In additior to the changes in the
Number of male members: 47
academic side of the college, Funk
Number of female members: 46
asserted that the social life has
Events sponsored during Semester I: Internatonal Festival, infor- changed very drastically since she
mal chats, ISA Mini Series, JU Ambassador (ISA magazine), the Interwas here.
national (ISA newsletter), parties, speakers, films, dance marathon, Ox-fa"There was no dancing, no
Fast, and the Bangladesh campaign
smoking," she remembered, "but
Our purpose is to bring awareness of a world perspective, to generate since I was a town girl, I didn't
an interest in international affairs on campus and integrate American and have to report to the dean. When I
international students. This group is available as a resource group to the had dates, I could go downtown to
d
knowledge and opinions relating to dance in a dance hall above what
college community for the
the countries represented and as a mediating factor for both communities. is now Matzo's Restaurant, which
This year we're specifically emphasing ISA's role as a mediating role be- I loved. I loved dancing. I didn't
tween the American and international communites. We're starting a cam- have to be in at any special time
paign soon to explain that the word "international" includes Americans because I was a town girl. I had
not only "foreigners" and to recruit more students, American and internapriviliges."
tional, who believe understanding between societies is vital for a peaceful
Pittenger agrees that times have
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Jewish Students Association
Created: 1978
Current leader: Paul Wexler, President
Number of members: 12
Number of minority members: 0
Number of international members: 0
Number of male members: 8
Number of female members: 4
Events sponsored during Semester I: Kristalnacht Remembrance
and Chanukah celebration
The Jewish Students Association, celebrating its tenth anniversary
this year, has been successful in fulfilling its two major purposes. One,
JS A serves as a forum for Jewish students to discuss common concerns.
Two, in its role of service to the larger college community, the JSA has
sponsored both a Kristalnacht (night of remembrance of the true start of
the NAZI Holocaust) candlelight vigil, a Chanukah celebration, and a
showing of the movie The Chosen. The primary purpose of these events
has been educational as well as religious and cultural and the attendance
members. JSA will host future
at all three had been mostly of non-JSJSA also maintains a library
The
the
spring
throughout
semester.
events
A

Peo-

Funk from page 7

see

Organizations:

page 9

"One of the things that has
changed since I was at Wooster
was the institution of the Independent Study that Howard Lowry
was responsible for. That was
quite a new thing and quite an
I think, in college education anywhere," she said.
Another change that Pittenger
has seen is the institution of co-e- d
dorms.
"We didn't have them and we
also didn't have visitation rights,"
Pittenger remembered, "That was
really big when Wooster went to
co-e- d
dorms. I think they were
late in doing that."
Pittenger also remarked that eating with "the boys" was forbidden.
"We ate in the dorms. In Hoover
an old dorm where the tennis
courts are now that was torn
ino-vatio-

see

Funk: page 9

n,
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Funk from page 8
1

down, there was a certain time.
You all ate lunch at the same
time, you ate supper at the same
time, at breakfast, you could go
through a line, but it was all
girls," Pittenger said. "In 1952,
you could be out until 10:00 pjn.
and four nights a week you could
go somewhere. You had two library nights and you could just go
out anywhere two nights. So, of
course, you cheated and said you
were at the library two nights.
You signed out whenever you left
the dorm, you had to be in by
10:00 p.m.., and the doors were
locked. It was really terrible if
you had to get in after the doors
were locked."

Organizations

from page 8
in Compton Hall which is open three hours a week. It contains several
items which may be of use to students involved in class or I.S. research.
For furthur information call Stuart Wodlingcr at ext. 2882 or Paul Wex-lc- r
at ext. 2651.

Model UNDebate

Lowry Pit and off campus competitions
The purpose of the Model United Nations is to provide an educational
experience for its members through public speaking and debating contests and participation at Model UN conferences and to educate the college community through debates and demonstrations on topics in public
interest. The Model United Branch of the team finished in the top twenty
in the nation last year and has continued that success this year at conferences in Philadephia and Washington D.C. The SpeechDebate branch of
the team has already qualified a team record four members to the national
tournament to be held in New York later this year. New members,
whether experienced or not, are always welcome. Coaching will provided
for those without background in Model United NationsDebate. Contact
Randal Horobik (ext.2680, president), Pau1 Wexler (ext. 2651, speech),
Scott Merriman (ext. 2683, debate) or Rowly Bracken (ext. 2733, Model
UN) for more information.
--
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Student Government Association
Current leader: Mandy Langley, President
Number of members: 38
Number of minority members: 3
Number of international members: 3
Number of male members: 18
Number of female members: 20
Events sponsored during Semester I: Buses to Cleveland airport

Created: Reorganized in Deans Office in 1982
Current leader: Randal Horobik, President
Number of members: 22
Number of minority members: 4
over breaks, helping with Safewalk, preparing proposal revising the ColNumber of international members: 2
lege's judicial system, making changes in Food Service menus and coorNumber of male members: 13
dinating workshops on student safety and leadership development
Number of female members: 9
The Student Government Association is government by a seven memEvents sponsored during Semester I: Election Day debate in ber cabinet and composed of 30-3-5 General Assembly representatives.

In addition to being so active in
affairs of the college, this mother
and daughter have, for twenty years
this year, been going around to
three Wooster elementary schools
where Pittenger tells stories and
Funk plays classical music accompaniment for the children.
"This is my twentieth year as
"Volunteer Story Lady" for the
Wooster city shcools and that is
Newman Catholic Student Association
my title, "The Story Lady". I visit kindergarten and first grade at Created: 1971
President
three of Wooster's city schools on Current leader: Lisa
Tuesdays and then with my stoNumber of members: 40-5- 0
ries, Mother plays the piano with Number of minority members: about 5
Number, of international members: about 4
special program music at Halloween, Christmas and the spring Number of male members: 20-2- 5
program," Pittenger relates. "I Number of female members: 25
have done it so long that whenever, Events sponsored during Semester I: All That I Am (mons-drama- ),
Aran Gandhi conversation, the Weekend Retreat,
we're in the grocery or wherever
trip
Appalachia,
Blockade of the Pentagon, Wednesday Vespers, Parent
to
say
up
come
and
we are, children
Feste, Tuesday table with speakers
Holiday
Potluck,
Weekend
year
A
"There's the story lady!"
Association (NCSA) is an organization deStudent
Catholic
Newman
ago. for Christmas, my son and
Winnie-the-Poosigned to give Roman Catholic students, faculty and staff the chance to
h
his wife had a
painted on the back of my blue gather for worship and to experience personal and spiritual growth
Ford station wagon and underneath through religious, educational, and social activities. Opportunities inare the letters "The Story Lady," clude film discussions, volunteer service projects, twilight and overnight
so now I'm labeled whenever I go retreats and liturgy in Babcock Hall every Saturday evening when classes
are in session, along with numerous other planned activities. NCSA ofaround town!"
ten joins St Mary's Catholic Church for liturgy and other special events.
very
happy
are
women
Both
All that NCSA plans is meant to permit members to meet other individprogram
here
at
with the auditing
who share the beliefs they do and to put those beliefs into practice
uals
Wooster because it gives them the
campus
on
and in the community.
chance to stay in touch with a
place that holds special memories
Student Activities Board
for both of them.
"I think the auditing program is Created: 1968
a very nice one at Wooster. The Current leaders: LeAnne Zimmann and Kac Zulagcr,
professors are very welcoming and Number of members: about 300
it really gives us a way of keeping Events sponsored during Semester I: AH films,
Homecoming Parade, travel trips, short courses, Spotlight Showcase, the
up with activities on campus,"
Wall, College Bowl, Ichabods, and the Holiday Dance
Art
concluded.
Funk
The idea of the Student Activities Board (SAB) is not merely as a profrom page 4
gramming unit, but also as an organization which provides an environpolicies, ment conducive to discovery and transmission of ideas. Becoming an acout
have been repudiated by the very tive member of SAB means making a commitment to enhance the qualiman who proposed them in the ty of student life as well as to improve personal development Through
first place.
the commitment to the atmosphere at the College, you will educate and
We cannot let this critical period entertain students and have personal contact with numerous, diverse indiof South African history, in which viduals. Being a member of SAB also means taking responsibility for
each year South Africa becomes your own development You will gain valuable administrative expert- more politically and economically ence by working closely with a professional staff, learning to shape
isolated from the rest of the world, available resources into interesting programs, participating in a budget
pass us by. With regards to this process, developing time management skills, and by enhancing your
leadership and decision making abilitcs. If it's creativity and imagination
last bastion of overt institutionalized racism, we can no longer that you are interested in expanding then SAB definitely has a place for
vou.
keep silent
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We act as an advocate for the student body and represent a belief in the
power of student initiative and activism. We offer our members the
chance to improve their leadership skills, participate in the college's decision making process, and gain problem solving experience. Our goal is
to represent and articulate student concerns in the hope of making Wooster a better place to be.

Wooster Medieval Society
Created:
Current leader: Joseph Philip, President
Number of members: 25-3- 0
Number of international members: 1
Number of male members: 12
Number of female members: 12
Events sponsored during Semester I: Medieval dance demonstra1979

tion in Douglas Hall
Our group is made up of people interested in any aspect of the Middle
Ages. We have several activites that help us to learn about the Middle
Ages including dancing, cooking, story telling, singing, medieval dress,
weaponry, arts and just about anything else that people are interested in
doing. Participation in events can be at whatever degree of involvement
you feel comfortable with. It is not necessary to know anything about
the Middle Ages to be a member; all you need is interest Meetings are
on Wednesdsay nights from 7 pjn. to 9 pjn. in Lowry room 1 19. Stop
by and sit through a meeting (or a part of one) any time. It's fun as well
as being a good learning experience.

The Wooster Voice
.
Created: College newspaper first appeared in late 1800's
Current leader: William Van Cleave, Editor
Number of members: 65-7- 5
Number of international members: 2
Number of male members: 30
"Number of female members: 30
The Wooster Voice strives to provide the College of Wooster campus
with the news on campus, as well as a variety of perspectives on various
issues of concern to the College community in general.
Moreover, the Voice helps contributing students develop a better understanding of all aspects of newspaper production. Writers learn to develop
their journalistic writing, just as layout staff members learn new and
layout techniques for page design.
Finally, this year's Voice editors believe in developing
in their staffs. Working as members of a team toward the greater goal of
the final printing and distribution is crucial to the success of the paper.
But more important is recognizing the importance and value of the individual role that each staff member plays.
in-ovat-

ive

self-initiati- ve

Black Forum presents
comedian Walli Collins
This Friday, Jan. 20, from 9 10 p.m., Black Forum, an SAB
committee is sponsoring a comedy
act entitled "An Evening with
Walli Collins." The event will be
heldatlchabod's.
Many say that Walli Collins is a
blend of Bill Cosby and Dick Van
Dyke - Bill for his style and Dick
for his facial expressions which

.

,

Collins employs in such a dramatic way one has no problem relating to his material.
Mr. Collins has performed 'in
clubs such as Dangerfields, Bananas and State Street Comedy in
New York and television stations
22 and Contisuch as WWCP-T'
nental Cable Vision.
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continues improvement
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Swimmers on a roll
SCOTT McLEAN
Sports Writer

,

Derek Argust Greg Bailey, Jim
Bonbright, Jeff Burt, Craig Denni-soJosh Farthing, Paul Gunning,
Jerry Hammaker, Steve Martin,
Tim McDermott, Andy Schulz,
Keith Steigbigel, Ben Tederstrom,
Dan Vanderlende and Jeff Waugh.
These were the heroes from the
AquaScots dual meet with Oberlin
last Tuesday. Yes, it was the entire
travelling team but that was what
it took as Wooster edged Oberlin .
113-11- 0
in what will most likely
prove to be the most exciting meet
of the men's season.
"Everyone contributed to the
victory and they should feel proud
about it Oberlin put a few surprises in the pool but that didn't
shake the team's desire to win.
They knew what they had to do
and they did it" The meet started
off well when Wooster took first
and second in the 400 medley relay
but then things got a little out of
control.
"We weren't expecting much
from them and so we had a relaxed
line-upOberlin took advantage
of this and captured first in the
next four events and second in two
of those same events. Jeff Waugh
helped turn the tide as he captured
r.
Jerry Ham-makfirst on the
and Ben Tederstrom teamed
punch in the 200
up for a one-tw- o
fly. The Yeomen put up some big
points as they took first and second in the 100 free and first in the
200 back but in the 500 Josh
Farthing left his natural habitat of
the 200 back and pulled off a life-be- st
performance as he took first
place. Waugh added some more
critical points on the three-metand then Greg Bailey put together
a season best 200 breastroke for
top honors.
Going into the last relay the
AquaScots were up by twelve
points but with 17 points on the
line the men had to come up with
at least a second place finish to
capture the victory. The team of
The women's meet was expectArgust McDermott Vanderlende
ed to be much closer than it was
and Gunning was
with Oberlin's relay teams for the but when Shellie Green led a
entire race and when the final sweep of the top three places in
the 1000 free with Carolyn S trunk
swimmers had touched the scoreJennifer Amtmann following,
and
board showed Wooster in second
Weslyan knew they were in
Ohio
place by less than a second. The
AquaScots left with another win store for a long day. Kathy Gray
and a 2 record.
see Swimming: page 12
"These are the meets that mean
n,

T
'

y

?

the most because it's not just the
top finishers who made the difference. If anyone in the pool had
slipped down one place tonight we
would have lost the meet Every
single person won this meet tonight."
On the women's side the meet
was a little bit easier as the lady
AquaScots prevailed with a score
The highlight of the
of 139-8was
Kathy
Behringer as she
meet
qualified individually for the
NCAA championships in the 200
fly. What made the swim so special was that she was only 0.6 seconds off of her best 200 fly. Given the point of the season and the
intensity of the training it looks
very promising for her at the national level this year.
Jenni Balbo and Kathy Gray
had a good meet (00 as they posted
their season bests in the 200 free
and 50 free respectively.
As the weekend rolled around
the AquaScots geared up for another conference rival with Ohio Wes-lya- n.
The meet had promise as a
close fought battle but the intensity didn't match that of the Oberlin
meet The AquaScots weren't going to take any chances as they
From the
loaded up both line-up- s.
start Wooster jumped in front and
they never looked back after that
The men's meet started off in
the usual manner with a one-tw- o
sweep of the 400 medley relay.
From there Brian Vereb and Josh
Farthing took over as these two
fish easily defeated national qualifier, Wes Kercher from OWU. Jerry
Hammaker continued with a victory in the 200 IM and then joined
fellow flyer Ben Tederstrom in a
sweep of the top places in the 200
fly. Jeff Waugh took the first
round of diving but came up just
short in the second as he took the
runner-u- p
position. Jeff Burt and
Farthing teamed up in the 200
back to take first and second while
Vereb followed with a victory in
the 500 free. When the scores were
totalled Wooster was on top
5.
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Lisa Walsh

Wooster player LAWANDA CRAWL takes a shot against Allegheny.
whole game." The team shot 57
percent from the line for the game,
but did force 26 Earlham turno-

ETHAN GORSUCH
Sports Writer
The Lady Scots hoopsters played
three NCAC games last week and
came away with two victories and
one loss.
Last Thursday, the women faced
Earlham at Timken Gymnasium.
Leading by only four at the half,
the team went on to win, 65-5Junior LaWanda Crawl continued
to lead the team with 21 points
and 9 rebounds. Other contributors
to the victory were Tiffany Porter
with 4 steals and Christy Evans
with 7 assists. Coach Hart said of
the effort, "We came out a little
flat, yet we were in control the
5.

Scots1

vers.

Following this victory, the Lady
Scots faced a weak Case Western
Reserve team and crushed them
En route to increasing their
record to 5 overall (2-- 1 in the
NCAC), the team played one of its
best games of the year. The team
shot 92 (13-1from the line
and forced the Case team to commit 40 turnovers. The 46 point
difference in the final score was the
biggest since 1980.
In the game, Stephanie Porter
had 6 steals while Crawl continued
her consistant scoring (19) and re
71-2- 5.

8--

4)

bounding (8). Brenda Heil added 6
assists. The team built up a 20
point bulge in the first half, and
then held Case to only 9 points for
the remainder of the game. Coach
Hart was extremely pleased with
this team defensive effort
This past Wednesday, the team
looked for their forth straight victory against Allegheny. Allegheny
came into the game with a 5
overall record (3-- 0 in the NCAC)
and having lost only two conference games in the past two years.
The team had a poor shooting
night from the floor only hitting
29 of their shots. They were
9--

--

see

Lady Scots:

page 12

streak ended at eight games

CJ MITCHELL
Staff Writer
The College of Wooster Men's
Basketball team was on the road

this week for two important
NCAC games. Saturday, the Scots
travelled to Cleveland to battle
Case Western Reserve and came
victory to
away with an 89-4- 6
keep the winning streak alive and
then travelled to Allegheny in a
showdown of the league's top two
teams. Wooster lost 9 to end
73-5-

their winning streak at eight
games.
In the Case game, Wooster
showed no, let down after two
victories, and defeated
the Spartans handily on the road.
Coach Steve Moore said the team
played very well and did not let the
lead slip away late in the game as
they had done against previous opponents. Sophomore Tim Souther-lan-d
(Cincinnati) led the way with
15 points, a career high. Souther-lan- d
non-confere-

nce

replaced Senior Captain

Chuck Rich (Mansfield) who is
out with an ankle injury.
Going into this game Coach
Moore was preoccupied with the
team's attitude. The Scots did not
lose any intensity against what
some thought was a weaker opponent As Coach Moore said, any
team in the NCAC is tough especially on the road.
Wednsday night the two top
teams in the NCAC met at Al- -

.

see

Basketball:
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So The Way
I See It
CJ. MITCHELL

If you turn your head in sports
for just a second something is
bound to happen that you just
don't understand. Cincinnati in the
Super Bowl. The end of nationally
televised NHL games. Every athlete and their brother doing steroids
or some other drug. Just about
when you have seen all the surprises that one sports fan can take,
you read in the Plain Dealer
sports page that the Cleveland
Caveliers have the best record in
the NBA.
Fm not kidding. These guys are
good. And here's another surprise.
I'm happy about it They say when
you move to a different city, you
adopt that city's sports teams.
Well, I'm from Cincinnati, so I
can't like the Browns. The Force
folded before I could grow to like
them. The Indians are just plain
pitiful and Cincinnati has the
Reds. But Cincy doesn't have an
NBA team anymore, so I adopted
the Cays.
I normally don't like NBA basketball. It's boring. The fans don't
get into it There are too few upsets. It's just a big playground
pick up game. There is no good
defense; everyone scores at will. I
could go on about why pro
basketball is ridiculous.
The reason I dig the Cavs is because of their draft picks. I am a
big ACC fan, college basketball's
best conference. The Cavs have
two of my favorite players from
that conference in G Mark Price
and C Brad Daughterly. Being
from Cincinnati, I saw G Ron
Harper play at nearby Miami
(OH.) several times. So the Cavs
have the personnel for. me to like
them, but what about coaching?
The Cavs have one of the few
NBA coaches, Lenny Wilkens,

Shiltsy going nowhere
fast: Winning and losing

I

Two years later, Lou Gehrig was

CHRISTOPHER S HILTS
Guest Columnist

J

'V
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dead.

Amyotrophic Lateral Sclerosis
(ALS)
is a disease of the nervous
Skills, regular columnist and
system.
It gradually distroys the
1987-88
Sports Editor of the
nerves
that
control muscles. As
Voice, returns with this first in- these
muscles weaken, paralysis
. stallment of a periodic series of
begins to set in. The motor neucolumns under his original column
title: "Shiltsy going nowhere rons degenerate and lose the ability
to transmit impulses, and the musfast."
cles fade away. It commonly
in the hands; soon the vicstarts
batlifetime
Gehrig
had a
Lou
tim
is
unable to walk, move, anyting average of .340, amassed 493
thing.
The victim is given 5
homemns and holds the record for
years
to
live. Physicians do not
career grandslams with twenty-threcauses the motor neuknow
what
His .632 lifetime slugging
go,
rons
and
there is no cure.
to
all-tipercentage is third on the
disease
is also called "Lou
The
list as well as his 1990 runs batGehrig's
After all, it is
Disease."
ted in. He is most famous for the
one of the
the
disease
that
killed
2130 games he played consecutive.
mightiest
his
time.
heroes of
Ironic, isn't it, that the final swing
26, a movie for
On
December
seemingathlete,
such
talented
a
of
ly unpenetrable by any corruption, television titled "A Quiet Victois a fatal miss Odd too, that the ry," aired on CBS. It is about
man who holds the major league Charlie Wedemeyer,
record for consecutive games school football coach, and former
played, the symbol of longevity, Michigan State player. He is also
nicknamed the "Iron Horse," is a victim of ALS. Eleven years
plucked prematurely in the prime ago he was given two years to
live.
of his life.
As some people say that Lyndon
In 1939, Gehrig began to slow
B.
Johnson died because of a brokdown. He had lost a step and his
en heart, of a fear of never again
reflexes weren't quite as sharp.
Yet he still batted 295 and clouted being forgiven for the Vietnam
twenty-nin- e
homeruns. Not quite furstrations, perhaps Wedemyer
Gehrigesque, fans figured old age lives because of pure, genuine
was setting in. However, he was love: His love for life and his prothirty-fivold for baseball, but fession, his family's love for him.
perhaps young enough to pump He continued to coach the Los Gates High School football for eight
out a couple more strong years.
years
with ALS towards the end
In his first eight games of
neither walk nor speak.
could
he
1939, Gehrig had a dismal four
wife
called his plays, aptly
His
hits in twenty-eigat bats, and he
took himself from the Yankee able to read his lips. His final sealineup. He benched himself. The son Los Gatos won the county
championship.
scare for all ages, an idol had falThis isn't a story of heroes, of
len.

that stresses team play and defense
and that is what I like. The Cavs
are the leading defensive team in
the NBA with Larry Nance being
the big shot blocker. The four
leading scorers are within 2 points
of each other. That is team ball.
O.K..CJ. They have a great
starting five and a great coach with
experience, but what about the
bench? The bench...well.. it's awesome. FC John "Hot Rod" Williams is incredible. He scores, rebounds and blocks shots. Some
say he should even start. But GF
Craig Ehlo is my favorite. He can
play three positions and is a defensive specialist
This team is more appealing
everyday because now they win
and win impressively, Over break
they beat the upstart New York
Knicks. And they have the best
road record, in the NBA. That is
what championship teams are
made of. The Cavs may be the best
team in the NBA with exception
of the L.A. Lakers who beat the
Cavs twice without even breathing
hard. But I'm not a fair weather
fan. I'm with the Cavs for life or
at least until Harper leaves.
It
is now realistic for the Cavs to
have four
and the
coach as well. Imagine if you were
in a coma for the past five years
and saw that in the paper.
"Caveliers send four players and
head coach to
game." You
might go back into a coma. Price
may start It will be close between
him and Isiah Thomas. Price deserves to. He playmakes, he
shoots from anywhere on the floor
"
and he plays defense and he makes
KEN ROBINSON
Cleveland tick. And his team has
Guest Writer
the best record. The way I see it is
that it has been a long time since
Last Sunday the Wooster Men's
I've heard a cadaver joke.
Volleyball team journeyed to Cincinnati to compete in a
with the University of Cincinnati
and Indiana University. The Scots
won two games against IU while
adds A Flock of Seagulls to their losing to UC in the 3 of 5 matches with each team. Led by
list.
Lawrence Meyers and
The Ghosts have been hailed as
"Cleveland's answer to Depeche Brian Johnston the Men's VolleyMode," and a cassette single is "in ball team has made vast improvethe works," with an anticipated ments since the start of the season.
The team, coached by John Finn,
February release.
Watch for these students. Listen is now preparing for the home
for them on WCWS, 90.9 in match against Ohio Wesleyan and
Ohio University this Sunday.
Wooster. They re hot!
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Volleyball wins
two, drops one
in tournament

"Euro-synth-po- p,

more alternative, industrual
style...We are committed to
bringing a new sound to the music
world, using today's latest technology."
Ghosts in Daylight have opened
for such acts as The Akt, the Exotic Birds, Skinny Puppy, and now
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CRUISE SHIPS

Now hiring men and women. Summer and Career Opportunities (WILL
TRAIN). Excellent pay plus World Travel. Hawaii, Bahamas. Caribbean. Etc
Ext. 656C
CALL NOW!
206-736-70-00.

'
BREAK
NASSAUPARADISE ISLAND FROM $299.00

P R I NG

S

-

Roundtrip

Package Includes:

Transfers, 7 Nights Hotel, Beach Parties, Free Lunch, Cruise,
Free Admission to Nightclubs. Taxies, and Morel ! !
CANCUN PACKAGES ALSO AVAILABLE!!
ORGANIZE SMALL GROUP. EARN FREE TRIP!
0
OR (203)

Air,

1-800-32-

even a year old. They describe their
with a
sound as

survivors and sufferers. It's a story
At the
Wooster football banquet I was
asked (as all seniors were) to remark on some of my memories.
We lost nine games; the banquet
was a three hour hurdle that I
tripped over and felL
And as I look back on the season
in disbelief, wishing I could bench
fifty more pounds, run the forty
four-tentof a second better, in
short, be a better talent as I relive
the suffering and frustration, I kick
my self for being so selfish. My
problems are minute. The season
is over. I can skip it completely.
Every day for the last eleven
years Charlie Wedemeyer watched
himself slip closer arid closer to
death, all his physical mechanisms
wasting away, watching continual
deteriation of his muscles. Old
age? No, he's forty-twI don't know more about Charlie
Wedemeyer than anybody who saw
the movie. It's not right for someone to feel guilty because of success and good fortune. And when
you lose, dammit, it's your right
to lock yourself into a closet for a
day or two. Football teaches a lesson, as do all sports. You don't
you
quit when you slip a rung
work harder. Athletics, sometimes, are a simulation for what is
yet to come. It enhances the ability, however large or small the
scale may be, to address tragedy
and elation straight on with all
cards on the table. Athlete and
coach Charlie Wedemeyer took his
lesson to heart. So far he's outlived the ALS life expectancy by
six years. How and why is anybody's guess.

of winning and losing.
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NEW ENGLAND SUMMER JOBS!!!
resident camp. "Memories to last a
YMCA Camp Jewell, Connecticut's
8
16.
ages
Swimming, sailing, horseback.
with
children
working
lifetime''
nis, soccer, crafts, music, bike touring, canoeing, morel 1
Representitive on campus Tuesday January 31. Contact Career Placemnet Office, come tee us on Tuesday, or Write:
E.O.E.
YMCA Camp Jewell, Colebrook, CT. 06021
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Soup and Bread begins Tuesday
TIM ANDERSON
Guest Writer
The Kittredge Soup and Bread
program is scheduled to begin next

Tuesday Jan. 24. Last semester
the program netted $3,073.85.
For at least the third time, program participants voted to donate
half of the profit to Oxfam International and half to People to People
Ministries of Wooster. Students
have been signing up this week in
Lowry and Kittredge during meals
and will continue to do so through
Tuesday. It is always a struggle to
get the minimum required number
of students signed up in time, especially since many sign up but
then forget to go to Kittredge for

the first meal. Nevertheless, the
organizers of the program, Westminster's Seekers, want as many
students to sign up as possible because every student who has his or
her meal card burned earns $.65 per
week for the program, even if he
or she skips the meal. It adds up.
Students who sign up for Soup
and Bread won't be admitted to
Lowry for Tuesday evening meals.
The Kittredge meal consists of
three varieties of soup, a number
of kinds of homemade bread, peanut butler and jelly. It's
The simple meal not only
earns money, it also helps students
feel, in a small way, the plight of
of the world's
about two-thirpopulation who rarely get a full.
all-you-can--

Hadseii

Hadsell also worked from 1964-196- 5 family left Robin with little sense
of where he belonged. The only
with the Student Christian
n
place that fault can be found is in
Movementat the University of
American society, which forced
in Nigeria, Africa. He has alyears
as upon him the pressures that he
ternately served these past
both a campus minister and faculty felt. He did not know whether to
memberadministrator at various focus on being black, white or
both. Peers implied that the color
seminaries.
Being a campus minister has a of Robin's skin didn't matter,
while Robin knew that his heri"certain excitement, a certain tentage
had deep roots and meaning.
He
does
Rev.
Hadsell.
.
for
sion"
reSociety,
which generally believes
not consider himself to be a
searcher of theological subjects in in absolutes, attempted to force
the purest sense of the word, but him into one group or the other
while Robin wanted to remain in
says, "I'm a generalist; I'm a pastor at heart." Hadsell has a strong both. He struggled with the quesinterest in the future of the Presbytion: Are you black or are you
white? Robin came from a preterian Church and society at large.
He watches the trends of both, and dominantly white community and
is especially concerned with what had to live with mostly white values. This reality made it difficult
he considers to be the "New
in which he sees to balance these ideals with his
heritage. He found
as a cultural separation of the
way
to come to .terms
mainstream Protestant Churches only one
from American culture. This sep- with the injustices he faced.
Robin Christopher Kea commitaration Hadsell compares to the
or separation ted suicide this past summer. To
of Church and State, which took Robin, life had become intolerable. The pressures of American
place from 1788 through 1830.
He will be speaking on "The New society and its racism overcame
Robin's will to live. A passage
Which Direcfrom the memorial service best deTuesday,
tion for the Church?"
p.m.
in scribes his desires. "He didn't
January 24, 1989 1:15
Lean Lecture Hall for the Wooster hope for a homogenization of human diversity, but an affirmation
Academy of Religion.
and celebration of individual uniRev. Hadsell be leaving Wooster for teaching at the Presbyterian queness. Robin hoped until he
could hope no more."
Seminary in Seoul, Korea somePeace.
of this year.
time in

round meal. It is estimated that
65,000 children die every day from
hunger and hunger related diseases.
Oxfam International is a world
relief organization which sponsors
development efforts throughout the
world including refugee settlement
and agricultural projects. People to
organiit
People is a local
zation serving the needy of Wayne
County with emergency services
such as food and clothing. Every
semester the Soup and Bread participants vote on which organizations they wish to sponsor. There
is talk this semester among Seekers of looking into organizations
which address not only the effects,
but the systematic causes of hunger and injustice.
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factor to be blamed for the poor
American understanding of the foreign countries. There are other
reasons also. Some people think
that this problem can be reduced if
geography is taught properly in
high schools. American sports
also present a good exarr le. The
two main American sports, football and baseball, are not popular
(actually not even played) in most
other countries. Although some
international students acquire the
American football taste, many others are dismayed when their American friends take hours in discussing the latest match between the
Browns and the Oilers. Another
reason is that the international students usually major in science or
economic departments only. Therefore, they have to deal with only a
small percentage of the American
students. Because of there high

:

i

MEMBERS' J4M I
Students

concentration in these classes, they
often constitute 40 to 60 percent
of the class. Since they have a
good understanding amongst each
other, they prefer to sit together
and form there own groups within
the class. This only leads to further polarization between the two
communities.
Solving this problem is very difficult now but we can try for the
best. As Qaisar Imam quite rightly says, "it should be international
students who take the first initiative toward extending the invitation for friendship to the American
students. It is not the responsibility of the Americans to do so."
Lack of common topics for discussion between the two may be an
obstacle, but I am sure that together the two communities can remove it if they try to do so.

Dis-Establishm-

Dis-Establishm-

legheny. Wooster was without
Rich and his defense and offensive
skills were missed as the Scots
shot for 53 from the field while
the Gators of Allgheny shot for
in the first half.
65
However, the telling statistic was
the number of turnovers tallied by
Wooster. The Scots did not take
good care of the ball and gave the
ball up 17 time to the Gators 7.
Many of the Scots' turnovers were
turned into easy baskets by Allegheny.
The Scots were burned mainly
by the inside play of C. Gene Williams who scored 25 points. Guard
Perry Junius shot 7 from the
range on his way to 16
points against Wooster.
Wooster was not without good
performances though. First-yestudent Erich Riebe (Apple Creek)
played well and knocked down 7
3-po-

ar

5--

int

from the 3 --point range for 17
points. He also added in 3 rebounds and 3 assists. Another
first-yestudent, Stan Aukamp
(Canton), came off the bench to
lead the Scots in rebounds with 6
and chipped in 7 in the scoring
column. Senior Mike Trimmer
(Reynoldsburg) again led the Scots
in scoring with 18 points.
Wooster's record now stands at
12-- 4
(3-- 1
NCAQ and it doesn't
get any easier. The Scots are back
at home for matchup against Ken-yo- n
(1-and then they'll go
back on the road for two more
league contests against Dension
and Oberlin. Coach Moore expects
a tough test from Kenyon. They
are much much better than their
record indicates. They were tied
with 10 minutes left against
ar

2-- 12
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ent:
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Swimming

from page 10

and Wendy Freebum went 2 in
the 50 free while Brooke Henderson touched first in the 200 IM.
Kathy Behringer and Andrea Gomez took top honors in the 200
fly while Jenni Balbo teamed up
with Green and Laura Miller for
another sweep in a distance event,
the 500 free. Lori Hayes took
both the diving events and Sara
Shumar rounded out the individual
1--

'

r

-

an

ent,

mid-Mar-

Men's basketball from page 10

4--

-

nt,"

Afro-Americ-

Sherdil from page 7
ca (especially in Wooster) are not
the average citizens or students of
their countries. As far as the general knowledge and world affairs are
concerned, international students
are quite aware. But in most of
American universities, they have
to communicate with American
students who have only average
general knowledge regarding international affairs. (There are definitely some above average students
also amongst them. Similarly,
the American students have an
edge over the international students
in American affairs.)
American media is not the only

Dream t.W3

.1

events with a win the 200 breast
The AquaScots are fired up
now. They will face their biggest
challenge this week when Wittenberg comes to town. Last year die
AquaScots suffered a disappointing
loss to the Tigers but they are
ready for a payback this year. The
meet promises to be fast and exciting. Come check it out at 1:00
pjn. on Saturday afternoon.

-

Lady Scots

from page 10

and
down by 15 at the half (38-2never really challenged the tough
Allegheny team during the game.
Despite the poor shooting effort.
Crawl had 8 steals as well as 22
points and 8 rebounds. Kristen
Larke came off the bench to dish
out 6 assists.
Coach Hart has been impressed
with the team effort so far. The
first-yestudents and the bench
players have accepted their roles
very welL Wooster will look to regain their winning ways this coming Saturday when they travel to
Kenyon 0 ovcrall2-- 1 NCAQ.
Kenyon took both contests from
the Lady Scots last season so
Wooster will be looking for a
- little revenge.
3)
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Valentine's Day
is just around
'
the corner.
On February 10, the
Voice will be

running personals
for a special rate.

Send a message to a loved
one, your mom or dad, or
whoever for only $1..
Contact the Voice office
for more information

(2757).
1

